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Big Data and High-Performance Computing Deliver Year-Over-Year
Gains in Uptime and Output
Integrated Manufacturing Line

Advanced Analytics

Machine Learning

Data moves from the tool, sensors and
OT platform to data center
where analytics are run to solve
business issues

Solves forecasting challenges,
optimizes production and minimizes
unscheduled maintenance

Once advanced analytics are
established, models can learn
from mistakes, refine algorithms and
can adjust process tools in real-time
automatically

Intel Data Center Group (DCG), Technical Computing Initiative
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A Single Wafer
Real-time analytics against large, complex and changing
datasets is challenging. Our focused approach results in
increased yield and faster through-put time.
• Intel sorts 1000’s of wafers per day containing roughly 1
GB of data
• Each MFG DC manages over than 1 PB of data
• Response to defects must be immediate

Challenges
• Time series analysis is complex
• Real-time processing of data to manage the manufacturing
line is not trivial
Intel Data Center Group (DCG), Technical Computing Initiative
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Data Size is Exploding
In each major processor technology release, the
amount of data required to build wafers doubles
• Intel collects over 5B sensor data-points per day per
factory and it’s growing
• Other companies data size
•

Siemens: 25 thousand data points analyzed per second to
predict failure and improve reliability †

•

NCR: 450M+ daily transactions used to predict field
equipment failure and improve manufacturing ‡

•

Akamai: analyzes 75 million events per day to better target
advertisements ‡†

References:

† http://www.teradata.com/Resources/Videos/Siemens-Capitalizing-on-Digitization,-the-In
‡ http://www.teradata.com/Resources/Videos/NCR-Discovering-the-Value-in-Big-Data-with-T
‡† http://wikibon.org/blog/taming-big-data/
Intel Data Center Group (DCG), Technical Computing Initiative
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Data Collection

Data Aggregation
& Actions

Data Scoring, Analytics
& Model Updates

Business Intelligence
Result Sharing

Automated Materials
Handling System

Data Center

▪ Robotic delivery and storage systems

▪ 600+ servers (all Intel x86 64-bit)

▪ 1,000-2,000 production semiconductor tools

▪ 150+ high speed interbay robotic delivery
vehicles

▪ 200+ routers, switches, firewalls

▪ 200,000+ feet of Ethernet cable

▪ Covers 400k sq ft of cleanroom space

▪ 100+ access switches and WAP

▪ 5+ miles of vehicle track on the ceiling; 200+
overhead robotic delivery vehicles

Factory Floor
▪ 2,000+ thick clients
(all Intel® x86 64-bit desktop platforms)

▪ MS Windows* and Linux* OS
▪ 150,000+ feet of fiber

▪ 200+ routers, switches, firewalls

Security End to End
*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
Intel Data Center Group (DCG), Technical Computing Initiative
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Intel® Xeon®
Scalable platform
The foundation of Data Center Innovation:
Agile & Trusted Infrastructure

Performance

Security

Agility

Pervasive through compute,
storage, and network

Pervasive data security with no
performance overhead

Rapid service delivery

delivers 1.65x average performance boost over
1
prior Generation

Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components,
software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the
performance of that product when combined with other products. For more information go to http://www.intel.com/performance Intel does not control or audit the design or implementation of third party benchmark data or Web sites referenced in
this document. Intel encourages all of its customers to visit the referenced Web sites or others where similar performance benchmark data are reported and confirm whether the referenced benchmark data are accurate and reflect performance of
systems available for purchase. Configuration: see backup
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INTEL®
Scalable
System
Framework
HW Foundation
SW Environment
Developer Tool
Lake
Crest

Intel
®
OPA

* Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.

Intel® HPC
Orchestrator
SD Vis Tools
Lustre*

Intel® MKL

Intel® DAAL

Intel® Parallel Studio

Intel® Xeon® Scalable
processors
Built-in ROI

Scalable performance for widest variety of AI & other datacenter workloads – including deep learning

Begin your AI journey today using
existing, familiar infrastructure

Potent performance
Train in days HOURS with up to 113X2
perf vs. prior gen (2.2x excluding optimized

Most agile AI
platform

SW1)

Production-ready
Robust support for full range of
AI deployments

1,2Software

and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software,
operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when
combined with other products. For more complete information visit: http://www.intel.com/performance Source: Intel measured as of November 2016. Optimization Notice: Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors
not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to the applicable
product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction sets covered by this notice.
Notice Revision #20110804
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THE Intel® Xeon® SCALABLE
DATA
CENTER
ADVANTAGE
PROVEN

Performance
and Innovation
• Up to 1.65X average
generational gains1

• Up to 8.2X boost in HPC over
installed base1

Architected for
The DATA Center

Unmatched Global
ECOSYSTEM

• Single-die implementation
maximizes performance and
reduces latency

• Intel Select Solutions

• Workload optimized
acceleration

• Decades of investment in
software, validation,
optimizations and security
• Intel® Architecture advantage:
Fully interoperable with other
Intel virtualized server pools
and products

Another major milestone for Intel’s 20+ years of data
center innovation

Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components,
software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the
performance of that product when combined with other products. 2 Source as of June 2017: results estimated or published at www.spec.orgFor more complete information visit www.intel.com/benchmarks. Configuration: Refer to Performance
Benchmark Disclosure slide. Results have been estimated or simulated using internal Intel analysis or architecture simulation or modeling, and provided to you for informational purposes. Any differences in your system hardware, software or
configuration may affect your actual performance. *Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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www.intel.com/hpc/
www.intel.com/it/

PC / Manufacturing

Intel® Xeon® Processor
Scalable Family

www.ansys.com
ANSYS® Mechanical 18.1 increased performance1
with the Intel® Xeon® Gold 6148 processor

Up to
59%
faster
1

Up to
12%
faster

ANSYS®
Mechanical

multigen

AT A GLANCE
IA + Adjacencies:

Workload Description:
ANSYS® Mechanical* is a structural analysis and multi-modal solver widely
used in manufacturing industries for both linear and non-linear static and
transient analysis. Typical workload sizes range from a few million degrees
of freedom and up. ANSYS® Mechanical leverages Intel® MKL to support
the latest Intel Instruction Set Architecture. V18cg-3 is a 1.4 million degree of
freedom test case for static, linear structural analysis calculating the
mechanical loads on an automotive engine component.

Intel® Xeon® 6148 Gold Processor

Key Takeaway:
▪ Increase performance, faster analysis, more design iterations possible
▪ Per-core performance improvement, based on a 32 core run on each
platform for apples-to-apples license utilization:
▪ Intel® Xeon® Gold 6148 processor outperforms the Intel® Xeon®
processor E5-2697 v4 by 36% on V18cg-3
▪ Intel® Xeon® Gold 6148 processor outperforms the Intel® Xeon®
processor E5-2698 v3 by 51% on V18cg-3

Intel® Math Kernel Library (Intel® MKL)

Feature Enabling:
Multicore
Better memory bandwidth

Intel SW Tools/Libraries
Compiler/MPI: Intel® Parallel Studio XE
Cluster Edition

Contacts:
AE: Bob Larson
SRM: Aswathy Nair

Platform Features :
▪ Better per core performance and better scaling due to improved memory
bandwidth
▪ Higher core count available for solver faster turnover

0

2S Intel® Xeon® processor E5-2698 v3
2S Intel® Xeon® processor E5-2697 v4

Intel® Xeon® Gold 6148 processor
ANASYS Mechanical workload: V18cg-3

“Thanks to the latest Intel® Xeon® Gold 6148, ANSYS Mechanical 18.1 can take
full advantage of higher core counts and more on-board memory so that users
can consider more product ideas, easily making design tradeoffs and increasing
their engineering productivity.”
Dr. Wim Slagter – Director of HPC and cloud alliances, ANSYS

1 - Testing conducted on ISV* software comparing Intel® Xeon® Gold 6148 processor to 2S Intel® Xeon® Processor E5-2697 v4. Testing done by Intel. For complete testing configuration details, SEE NEXT SLIDE.
Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems,
components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated
purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products. For more complete information visit http://www.intel.com/performance. *Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others
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Intel®
multiAVX- Intel® SSD
gen
512

Intel® Xeon® Processor
Scalable Family

PC / manufacturing

Simulia abaqus standard

AT A GLANCE

Abaqus Standard and workload description:
https://www.3ds.com/
Increased Simulia Abaqus Standard performance
with the Intel® Xeon® Gold 6148 processor

Abaqus Standard is a widely used CAE package that
employs a solution technology ideal for static and lowspeed dynamic events and provides highly accurate
stress solutions.
S2b workload represents a flywheel with centrifugal load

Normalized Performance

2

Up to
1.80x
faster
1

Up to
1.19x
faster

Customer Impact / Key Takeaway:
▪ Faster product design time
▪ Ability to solve more complex models on the same hardware footprint

2S Intel® Xeon® processor E5-2697 v4
Intel® Xeon® 6148 processor
Workload: s2b

Intel® Xeon® 6148 Gold
Intel® SSDs

Feature Enabling:
Intel® AVX-512
Larger core count
Higher memory bandwidth

Intel SW Tools/Libraries:
Intel MKL

SW Optimizations / Feature Enabling / Platform Features :
▪ Intel® AVX-512 gets 25% gain (over AVX2)
▪ Note*: MKL shipped with 2017x Abaqus release is swapped with MKL
2017u1, and added environment variable:
▪ MKL_ENABLE_INSTRUCTIONS=AVX512
[Not an officially supported software kit]
▪ Intel® SSD (2x SSD S3500 Series RAID0 array)
▪ Larger core count
▪ Higher memory bandwidth

0

2S Intel® Xeon® processor E5-2698 v3

IA + Adjacencies:

Computational Engineering and Biology are two of the most compute-intensive
domains bottlenecking business today. The performance improvements we’ve
seen with the Intel® Xeon® processor Gold 6148 can directly translate into better
products and reduced time to market for our customers. In the future performance
improvements will be measured in number of lives saved. Steve Levine –
Executive Director, The Living Heart Project.

Intel Fortran Compilers 2016.1

Contacts:
AE: Gaurav Bansal
SRM: Ken Hauck / Aswathy Nair

Additional Collateral
▪ Solution Brief – Accelerated
Operations for Telecom and
Financial Services
▪ More – Link to asset/
webpage…

1 - Testing conducted on ISV* software comparing Intel® Xeon® Gold 6148 processor to 2S Intel® Xeon® Processor E5-2697 v4 Testing done by Intel. For complete testing configuration details, SEE SLIDE XX.
Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems,
components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated
purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products. For more complete information visit http://www.intel.com/performance. *Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others
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